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Description

I'd like the ability to specify the fsid for a cluster in the ceph-deploy script when running "ceph-deploy new monhost". Use case is that

we would like to pre-generate all our configs so that we are not dependent on the ceph cluster when we roll out a new site. This

should speed up our general openstack deployments. I realize you can do this if you do a manual deployment, but the goal is to

speed up our overall deployments of a new site.

History

#1 - 07/09/2014 02:09 PM - Warren Wang

If you need more info on the use case, or justification, feel free to let me know.

#2 - 07/09/2014 02:39 PM - Dan Mick

Is this more complicated than "ceph-deploy new <clustername>", {edit <clustername>.conf to set fsid}?  Seems like overkill to add functionality to

ceph-deploy itself, as I would assume it just respects the .conf file

#3 - 07/09/2014 02:42 PM - Warren Wang

ceph-deploy new overwrites the config file with a new fsid, and creates a mon key associated with it. If you change the fsid, you'll have to manually

deal with the mon key as well. I would rather just be able to specify the fsid.

#4 - 07/10/2014 07:29 AM - Alfredo Deza

- Tracker changed from Bug to Feature

- Project changed from Ceph to devops

- Category set to ceph-deploy

- Status changed from New to In Progress

#5 - 07/15/2014 08:49 AM - Alfredo Deza

- Status changed from In Progress to Resolved

Merged into ceph-deploy master branch with hash 6024482

Pull request:https://github.com/ceph/ceph-deploy/pull/211

#6 - 10/05/2014 11:05 PM - Loïc Dachary

- Project changed from devops to Ceph-deploy

- Category deleted (ceph-deploy)
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